
Witness: What is their connection 
to the incident?

What do they say happened? What makes them a 
reliable witness?

What makes them an 
unreliable witness? 

Major Jesse 
Marcel

Lieutenant 
Walter Haut

General 
William 
Blanchard

Mack Brazel

EXTENSION:

Ray Santilli

EXTENSION:

Glen Dennis



Key Witness: Maj. Jesse Marcel

When the police and the US army arrived to investigate the crash, Major 
Marcel was the lead investigator. He was not a involved in the secret 
projects at Roswell airbase and genuinely did not know what the wreckage 
was. He looked at the wreckage and told journalists that he had decided 
that it could be alien. Shortly after, he changed his story and said that it was 
a weather balloon.

30 years after the Roswell Incident happened, Major Jesse Marcel became 
one of the most important people supporting the “alien UFO” theory. In 
1980 he changed his story again and publicly said that his first idea of it 
being a UFO was actually the truth.

He said that the materials he saw when he investigated were “nothing made on this earth”. He also claimed that 
a famous photo of him posing with some of the wreckage was faked – he claimed that he was given some tinfoil 
and wood and told to make it look like that was part of the wreckage, but that it wasn’t actually from the crash.

Critics have pointed out that Major Marcel is an unreliable witness who has changed his story multiple times. He 
also has a history of lying. He has previously claimed to have received multiple medals for shooting down enemy 
planes, when in fact he has never been in a combat situation and has never been awarded a medal.



Key Witness: Lt. Walter Haut

Lieutenant Walter Haut was the press officer for the team of investigators that 
first investigated the crash. As press office it was his job to deal with the 
newspapers and TV journalists that were interested in what was happening.

The day after the crash site was investigated by the army Lt. Haut made a 
press statement that said a “flying disc” had crashed and been recovered by 
the army, but said that he had not seen it himself. The following day he 
changed his story to match the official army statement that it was a weather 
balloon.

However, after he died 2005 a document appeared that was supposedly 
written by him before his death. In the document he claimed that that actually 
there were two crash sites, and that at one of them real alien bodies had been 
found. 

The document said that he saw an egg-shaped alien craft about 15 feet long and that there were several small 
bodies about four feet tall with large heads. He was convinced the bodies were alien and had come from a 
crashed spacecraft.

Critics have said that it is impossible to prove that he wrote this document, and that even if he did by the time he 
died his mental state was in a very poor condition. He was unable to remember basic details about his past, such 
as where he went to school, so he would not be able to remember Roswell with such detail.



Key Witness: General William Blanchard

General William Blanchard was the officer in charge of Roswell Air Base. He 
knew everything about what was going on inside the base and knew all the 
details of the top secret spy balloon research project called “Project 
Mogul”.

When the crash site was first reported General Blanchard did not think it 
was important and sent Major Marcel to investigate what it was. When he 
realised that it was part of the secret spy balloon project he tried to cover 
up what it really was.

He organised the cover-up that said the crash was actually a weather 
balloon. On July 8th 1947 he called for a press conference where the army 
showed the media some materials that had supposedly come from the 
crash site. These materials were what would be usually found in a weather 
balloon.

His cover-up was very successful and he later said “the story died the next day”. For the next 30 years there 
wasn’t any interest in the “Roswell Incident”. When army records about the incident were finally declassified in 
1994 General Blanchard finally admitted that the true crash was actually a top secret spy balloon. 

Some people have refused to believe General Blanchard and the official army statement because they believe 
that the army is still trying to cover up that it was a UFO.   



Key Witness: Ray Santilli

Ray Santilli is a British musician and film producer. He was born in 1958, nine 
years after the events of the Roswell Incident.

His connection to the story comes from a video that he released in 1995. He 
released a video that supposedly contained secret footage of an alien autopsy 
that had been filmed in Roswell Air Base. 

The film showed 17 minutes of black and white footage of an alien body being 
operated on by US army medical surgeons. It was grainy and hard to see 
exactly what was going on, but when the film was broadcast on American 
television it was a huge success. One broadcast received an audience of 11 
million live viewers. It was claimed that the video was stolen from the US 
army records and leaked to the public.

Experts were sceptical of the film, however, and began to point out that it did 
not seem real. Ray Santilli continued to claim that it was real until 2006 when 
he finally admitted that the whole thing was faked. It was filmed using actors 
in London in 1995. 

He continued to insist that there was a real video, but it was so badly 
damaged that he had been forced to remake it. He claims to this day that his 
film was a “reconstruction” of the real footage of an alien autopsy.



Key Witness: Bill Brazel

Bill Brazel was the son of Mack Brazel, the ranch owner who first discovered 
the crash site. He was with his father on the 5th July 1947 when they 
investigated the wreckage for the first time. 

On the 7th July 1947, after reporting the crash to the police, his father Mack 
Brazel described the wreckage to the local newspaper as “a large area of 
bright wreckage made up of rubber strips, tinfoil, a rather tough paper and 
sticks” and claimed that “considerable Scotch tape and some tape with 
flowers printed upon it had been used in the construction”.

Mack Brazel was not heard from again until the 1980s, when the Roswell 
Incident book was published. In it there was an account Bill Brazel. He claimed 
that his father had not been truthful about the materials that they had 
discovered. He said that the materials his father actually found were “super-
strength” and “not of this world”.

In the 1991 book UFO Crash at Roswell it got even stranger. Bill Brazel now claimed that he and his father 
actually led the army to a second crash site, and that in this second crash site there were alien bodies. He said 
that his father had been forced to change his stories and his father had been locked up against his will in 
Roswell air base for a week to ensure that they followed the official story. 

Critics have said that Bill’s version of what happened has changed multiple times and that he has made a lot of 
money from giving interviews and writing accounts of the incident.



Key Witness: Glen Dennis

Glen Dennis was a mortician and embalmer working for Roswell Funeral 
Home. He dealt with dead bodies and burials, he also had a special contract 
with the Roswell Airbase to provide ambulance and funeral services to them. 

Although Dennis was alive, and would have possibly been working in and 
around Roswell Air Base, he made no comment to the media around the time 
of the incident in 1947. The first time anybody knew about him was in 1989 
when he got in contact with some UFO researchers and said he had top secret 
information about what really happened.

He claimed that he had been part of the investigation into the aliens, and that he had taken part in three autopsies 
of alien bodies in secret in Roswell Airbase. He said he had a nurse friend who had helped him perform the 
autopsies but that she had died shortly after. He said she was called Naomi Marie Self, but nobody has been able 
to find any record of someone of that name serving at Roswell Airbase. He later changed his story and said he was 
keeping her name secret to protect her.

Critics have accused Dennis of making up his account of what happened. None of his stories seem to match any 
evidence and he regularly changes his account of what happened. Dennis later founded and owns the UFO 
Museum and Research Centre at Roswell, a museum dedicated to the incident. People have pointed out that as 
owner of the museum he would make more money if the “alien UFO” theory was popular. 
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